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Complete each occupation with ‘ist‘,  ‘or‘, or ‘er‘. Write ‘or’ or’ er’ at the end of 

each root word. 

Writ___  auth _____  storekeep____ teach____ 

Plumb___  instruct_____ physic______ port_____ 

Writ____  manag____   optometr____ discover____ 

Janit___  farm_____  debt-collect____  

 

 

Select the occupation from the list below that completes the sentences.  
SORT ELEMENTS 

1. counsellor   

2. architect       

3. psychiatrist      

4. florist                  

5. chemist 

6. dairy farmer 

7. scavenger     

8. artist 

Someone who is engage in the creative arts. 8 

Someone who diagnoses and treats mental disorders.  

Someone who provides guidance to individuals, families, and groups.  

Someone who sells flowers.  

Someone who collects garbage.  

Someone who designs beautiful and functional buildings.  

Someone sells medicine.  

Someone who rears cattle for milk, cheese, and butter.  
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The endings of these words are either ‘able‘ or ‘ible‘.  Complete the words by 

adding one of these ending. Type your answer in the spaces provided. 

avail_____  enjoy____  access_______  ed_________  

irrit______  cred______  

Form new words by adding ‘able‘ to the following words.  Type your answer in 

the space provided. 

a. love –__________________ 

b. forgive ––__________________ 

c. desire ––__________________ 

d. change ––__________________ 

e. knowledge –__________________ 

f. notice ––__________________ 

 

Match the word to complete each sentence below. Drag and drop a word next to 

the description. 

SORT ELEMENTS 

Confectioner ancestor atheist butler  auctioneer 

A person from whom one is descended.  

One who does not believe in God.  

One who offers goods for sale to the highest bidder.  

A chief male servant  

Someone who makes and sells sweets.  
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Match the word to complete each sentence 

below.  

SORT ELEMENTS 

o tailor 

o plumber 

o greengrocer 

o undertaker 

o lawyer 

 

Studies and practices law.  

Arranges and manages funerals.  

One who sews trousers . etc  

One who fits and repair water pipes  

One who sells fruits and vegetables  

 

 

                       

 


